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may fairly be claimed that the collection has been of some
use—not perhaps for exhibition but to facilitate the identifica-
tion1 of the desert fauna. The insects, fossils, rocks, and other
things I dealt with myself, but it was a relief to know that the
collection of birds and beasts could go on.
It was with something of a shock that I heard later in the
evening that the discarded carcase of the Curlew had been
roasted in the ashes of the camp-fire and eaten by my com-
panions. I could only formulate a silent and pious hope that
any arsenical soap that had attached itself to the meat during
the skinning operation might not prove injurious to human
beings, but it was understood from now onwards that all
meat, however obtained, should go to the cook-house. I
could not bring myself to partake of the meals resulting from
this process, though many weeks later hunger triumphed over
such squeamishness and I shared, like and like with my com-
panions, in anything that was going.
The estuary of Jaub Abu Arzila differed from the Hirr and
Ba'aij depressions in being almost completely filled up with a
moraine of sand-dunes fairly well covered with parched
GTiadlia and other vegetation. The fact that it was a valley
or depression at all was only apparent from the low rocky
ridges on either side, terminating at their eastern extremities
in the headlands of BLhashm Abu Arzila and Khashm
Anbak to north and south respectively. Only at the mouth
of the estuary between the two headlands, lying several
miles apart, did its true character appear from the narrowing
tongue of saline plain that ran up westward for some dis-
tance into the sands which otherwise filled the valley. Our
camp amidst the latter lay about 200 feet above the salt-flats
and was therefore approximately at the same level as the
wells of Ba'aij.
The climatic conditions had now undergone a complete
change. The bitter cold and frosts of the early days seemed
to have gone for good and I found it unnecessary to wear the
c snow-boots * any longer, except at night and in the early
mornings when the sand was still cold underfoot. It was
good to be alive these days with all the old stiffness gone and
1 See Appendix.

